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Disclaimer 
 
This report is provided for information purposes only and is not intended as a recommendation as 
to particular transactions, investments or strategies in any way to any reader. Readers must 
make their own independent decisions, commercial or otherwise, regarding the information 
provided. 
While we have made every attempt to ensure that the information contained in this report has 
been obtained from reliable sources, Atradius Collections is not responsible for any errors or 
omissions, or for the results obtained from the use of this information. All information in this report 
is provided ’as is’, with no guarantee of completeness, accuracy, timeliness or of the results 
obtained from its use, and without warranty of any kind, express or implied. 
In no event will Atradius Collections, its related partnerships or corporations, or the partners, 
agents or employees thereof, be liable to you or anyone else for any decision made or action 
taken in reliance on the information in this report or for any consequential, special or similar 
damages, even if advised of the possibility of such damages. 
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Executive summary 
 

INTRODUCTION 

The 2013 Global Collections Review has been divided into three separate reports that each 
focus on a specific region, worldwide. The first release was published in June 2013 with the 
spotlight on Western European countries and the second report focusing on Eastern Europe 
was published in July 2013. 

This third release of the Global Collections Review 2013 provides an overview of the main 
results for the countries in the Asia-Pacific and Americas regions. 

This report covers 12 countries, 8 located in Asia-Pacific and 4 in Americas, and examines 
the collection behaviour of companies within these regions and how they deal with their 
overdue invoices while also identifying the factors that influence the selection of external 
collections partners. This ‘Review’ also explores potential future developments regarding the 
services offered by debt collection agencies. 

 

The goal of the Global Collections Review is to provide an understanding of the dynamics of 
collections practices and the way they reflect on companies’ behaviour at country level. 

 

 
CORE RESULTS OVERALL SURVEY 

Companies located in the Americas and Asia-Pacific, in particular, are characterised by a 
strong orientation towards export business and consequently their approach to the collections 
market mirrors this situation. In addition to this, the dimensions of networking and business 
relationship that are relevant especially in the Asia-Pacific region also determines the way 
these companies select their collections partners. 

� Internal collection remains the preferred method of recovery for unpaid invoices but over 
40% of respondents in both regions have used a debt collection agency in the last 12 months 

� The assistance of a debt collection agency is frequently used in combination with legal 
collection and strongly focused on recovering unpaid invoices from international business 

� The internationalisation of the companies is remarkably high, especially among 
businesses in the Asia-Pacific region and the centralisation of their credit and collections 
receivables in a specific centre is the preferred way to organise the AR management 

� Success rate is undoubtedly the real driver when companies choose a debt collection 
agency but the reputation and the ability of the agency to protect the commercial relationship 
with debtors plays a relevant role in helping in the selection process 

� The expectations of future development of the collection business in Asia-Pacific and 
Americas is very positive: companies have shown a positive interest in both outsourcing first 
party collections and utilising final demand letters 
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THE PRACTICE OF DEBT COLLECTION IN 

ASIA-PACIFIC AND AMERICAS REGIONS 

 

1. DEALING WITH OVERDUE INVOICES  

Overall, while most companies surveyed in the 
Asia-Pacific and Americas regions reported 
that they have used their own internal 
resources to collect outstanding debts during 
the past 12 months, 44% have used an 
external debt collection agency and another 

44% have used a law office or attorney. 
Around 20% have sold their debts (Figure 1). 

The use of debt collection agencies is more 
common among Asia-Pacific countries where 
46% of companies interviewed have 
outsourced the collection of their outstanding 
debts. Companies based in the Asia-Pacific 
region have shown a wider use of law offices 
(49%) – compared to companies in the 
Americas region – even though there are big 
differences at country level. 

 

Figure 1 - How companies have dealt with overdue invoices in the past 12 months 
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India, China and Taiwan are the countries 
were companies claimed a higher use of debt 
collection agencies for dealing with overdue 
debts (55%, 51% and 50% respectively); while 
Australian companies have the lowest use of 
law offices for handling overdue receivables. 

Indonesian, Indian and Chinese companies 
were also the most likely to collect debts 
internally rather than opt for an external 
partner; although all of them displayed a 
broader use of external solutions. Selling of 
debts was the least preferred method although 
it was more popular in India and Taiwan (27% 
and 26% respectively). 

In the Americas region the assistance of a 
debt collection agency for dealing with unpaid 
invoices is the preferred external method for 
all countries except Mexico where companies 
displayed a preference for legal procedures 
(41%). 

Brazilian companies along with those in the 
United States declared to use preferably a 
debt collection agency for helping them 
manage overdue invoices (47% and 49% 

respectively) when not collecting with internal 
resources. 

Selling debt is a common practice among 
companies based in Canada (30%). 

The use of internal procedures is the most 
common approach chosen by all companies 
both in Asia-Pacific and Americas regions, 
irrespective of the sector, but when looking at 
the use of methods that imply outsourcing, 
companies in manufacturing and financial 
services were more likely to handle overdue 
invoices with a debt collection agency. 

With regard to collections practices by 
company size, the preferred method was also 
in this case internal recovery, but mid to large 
companies (over 10 million Euros turnover) 
were more familiar with the use of debt 
collection agencies and legal procedures 
compared to other business sizes. 

Comparing the collections behaviour to the 
previous years (Table 1), almost all companies 
in Asia-Pacific and the Americas have shown 
an increasing use of both internal collections 
practices and debt collection agencies. 

Table 1 - Trend in collection methods among Eastern European countries 
 

Trend  2013 2012 2011 2010 Trend  2013 2012 2011 2010 

Countries  Collected 
internally  

Collected 
internally  

Collected 
internally  

Collected 
internally  

Collected 
internally  

External 
DCAs  

External 
DCAs  

External 
DCAs  

External 
DCAs  

External 
DCAs  

APAC  

Australia ���� 65% 79% 80% 78% = 41% 44% 31% 34% 

China =���� 71% 69% 58% 42% ���� 51% 56% 60% 62% 

Hong Kong ����= 48% 53% 49% 49% ���� 49% 35% 40% 42% 

Indonesia ���� 85% 78% 70% n.a. ���� 35% 44% 41% n.a. 

Japan =���� 59% 63% 55% n.a. �������� 34% 29% 34% n.a. 

Singapore �������� 62% 73% 65% n.a. ���� 44% 35% 33% n.a. 

Taiwan = 53% 54% 44% n.a. �������� 50% 36% 51% n.a. 

India = 70% 71% n.a. n.a. ���� 55% 42% n.a. n.a. 

AMERICAS 

USA =���� 66% 60% 68% 68% ���� 49% 38% 35% 37% 

Canada =���� 60% 73% 72% 72% ���� 42% 30% 32% 22% 

Mexico =���� 69% 76% 75% 68% �������� 28% 18% 24% 18% 

Brazil n.a. 72% n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 47% n.a. n.a. n.a. 
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Commonly, companies have used collections 
services from debt collection agencies at 
some time even though, on average, 
approximately 27% confirmed that they have 
used services from a number of external 
partners simultaneously. Higher percentages 
of loyalty among micro enterprises (turnover 
under 1 million Euros) was reported, where 
almost 84% used only one agency at a time. 

Among Asia-Pacific countries, the main 
concern that has influenced companies to 
collect their debts internally is to guard the 
commercial relationship with the debtor (55%). 
This is particularly true among companies in 
India (58%), Indonesia (63%) and Hong Kong 
(58%), as they perceive more than the others 
that using external agencies could harm their 
commercial relationships. 

In the Americas region, companies that 
preferred using internal methods of collections 
outstanding receivables indicated that they 
have had few outstanding debts and/or the 
value of the debts was low, especially among 
companies located in Canada. 

 

 

2. USE OF A DEBT COLLECTION AGENCY  

Companies with overdue receivables have 
declared that the majority of them were related 
to domestic trade and over 40% were from 
international exchanges. This proportion is 
different across companies operating in the 
Asia-Pacific and Americas regions. 

The balance between national and 
international overdue debts has affected the 
reason why companies have chosen to work 
with debt collection agencies (Figure 2). 

Asia-Pacific countries have worked with a debt 
collection agency mainly for recovering strictly 
international debts (34%), as the nature of 
their economies are strongly oriented to 
export. 

26% of companies in the Americas have 
placed only their international debts with an 
external agency while a further quarter have 
sought these services for both national and 
international debts. However the majority 
relied on external agencies solely for domestic 
debts. 
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Figure 2 – Use of a debt collection agency 
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Difficulties in dealing with international 
receivables have been faced by companies 
based in Hong Kong, India and, to a lesser 
extent, Indonesia, which have been assisted 
by debt collection agencies for this type of 
debt (49%, 40% and 36% respectively). 

However, the general attitude of Asia-Pacific 
countries was to use debt collection agencies 
primarily to recover a combination of national 
and international debts, especially in Taiwan, 
Japan and China, which filed their cases to a 
debt collection agency in 39%, 34% and 33% 
respectively. 

Among countries in the Americas, the focus 
was mainly on collecting domestic debts or a 
combination of debts, with the exception of 
Canadian companies, which 30% claimed 
the use of debt collection agencies to 
recover strictly international debts. 

Among companies in Asia-Pacific and the 
Americas, those working in the wholesale 
trade/retail trade/distribution sector and the 
small companies (turnover between 10-100 
million Euro) showed a tendency to be more 
likely to use a debt collection agency to 
recover international debts. 
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ATTITUDES TOWARDS DEBT COLLECTION 

1. SELECTION CRITERIA FOR A DEBT 
COLLECTIONS AGENCY  

When asked to rank the importance of the 
differing criteria used for selecting a collection 
agency (Figure 3), there is one main factor 
that drives the selection process cross-
country: 

� ‘Success Rate’ 

‘Success rate’ is considered the first priority for 
almost all respondents. 

The importance of the commercial relationship 
is the element that highlights the difference in 
approaching debt collection agencies between 
companies in the Asia-Pacific region and 
those based in the Americas region. 

‘Ability to maintain positive relationship with 
debtor’ is the second key driver among 
companies in the Asia-Pacific region, mainly in 
Taiwan, India and Indonesia. 

‘Price’ is the third factor in helping the 
selection of a debt collection agency and its 
importance is higher in Singapore. 

Looking at the companies located in the 
Americas region, ‘Reputation’ plays an 
important role and represents the first driver 
for companies operating in the United States 
and in Canada. 

The ‘Agency’s ability to maintain positive 
relationship with debtor’ is determinant in 
Mexico where it is considered as much 
important as the ‘Reputation’. 

 

 

Figure 3 – Selection criteria of a debt collections agency 
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2. REASONS FOR NOT USING A DEBT COLLECTION 
AGENCY 

On average, over 60% of the companies 
surveyed have not used a debt collection 
agency in the last 12 months. When asked 
why this was the case, the main reasons given 
were ‘cost’ and concerns about ‘customer 
relationships’ (Figure 4). 

In times of crisis, the focus on cost cutting and 
concerns about maintaining positive 
commercial relationships with debtors, even 
though they were not good payers, penalised 
the use of debt collection agencies. 

All countries ranked the reasons for not using 
an agency similarly, with the exception of 
Japan where the attention to costs is 
significantly higher and in India where the 
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‘Customer relationship’ is far more important 
that the other reasons for not working with a 

debt collection agency. 

 

Figure 4 – Reasons for not using a debt collections agency 
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3. ACCOUNT RECEIVABLES MANAGEMENT 
METHODS 

On average, more than 40% of companies 
claimed to have multiple locations in different 
countries (Figure 5). 

This approach is a more common strategy of 
organising the business for companies located 
in the Asia-Pacific region: the centralisation of 
credit and collections processes represents 
the most common choice for 65% of 
respondents. 

Companies in the Americas region claimed a 
less intense approach to multiple location but 
those that followed this strategy showed a 
stronger tendency in centralising the credit 
and collection processes in a specific centre in 
charge of all receivables. 

Having multiple locations in different countries 
is common among the medium and large 
companies (from 10 millions turnover) in Asia-
Pacific and in the Americas regions: the 
centralisation of credit and collections 
processes represents the most common 
choice for 70% of respondents among 
companies of this size. 

Looking at the level of centralisation, all 
countries have displayed a high level of 
centralised credit and collections processes, 
especially in the Americas markets, where 
over 70% of respondents declared that they 
deal with the process from one centralised 
unit. 
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Figure 5 – Companies with multiple locations in different countries 
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The centralisation of account receivables has 
been a key choice for companies operating in 
China, Indonesia and Australia.  

The centralisation of account receivables has 
been a key choice for companies working in 
the financial services and manufacturing 
sectors (over 70% of respondents). The 

companies interviewed indicated that they 
have used software tools for optimising the 
management of their accounts receivables 
and for standardising the procedures and work 
processes to collect outstanding debts (Figure 
6). 
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Figure 6 – Use of credit management software tools for managing account receivables 
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The majority of respondents (over 70% on 
average) have used MS Office while 
approximately 15% have used standard 
external software packages. Only 7% 
confirmed that they have used tailor-made 
solutions. 

Indian companies displayed a significantly 
higher use of both tailor-made solutions (15%) 
and external standardised software (25%) 
compared to the other Asia-Pacific countries. 
Businesses in China, Australia and Singapore 
were more inclined to use external standard 
software; while companies based in Hong 
Kong were more addressed towards tailored-
made solutions. 
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FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF THE DEBT 

COLLECTION MARKET 

1. FIRST PARTY COLLECTIONS  

First party collections services are traditionally 
carried out either externally in the name of the 
creditor by a DCA or internally by the creditors 
themselves. When outsourced to an external 
DCA, the work starts earlier in the process, 
typically from the invoice due date. 

Countries in the Asia-Pacific and Americas 
regions have adopted a very open approach in 
outsourcing first party collections: over 50% of 
respondents declaring that they would be 
likely to use this service during the next two 
years. 

At country level, companies in India, China, 
Indonesia and Taiwan displayed a very strong 
interest in first party collections (70%, 68%, 
62% and 58% respectively). Conversely, the 
least willing to outsource first party collections 
were those in Japan (almost 50% of 
respondents were unlikely to use this service). 

Among the Americas companies, those based 
in Brazil and Mexico showed an interest in 
outsourcing first party collections in the near 
future: 72% of Brazilian companies and 60% 
of the Mexican respondents declared it as 
likely or highly likely compared to the average 
for the region of 54%. 

Manufacturing and financial services 
companies seem more willing to use first party 
collections in the near future than other 
economic sectors. Also mid-sized to large 
businesses (over 100 million Euro turnover) 
claimed to be very attracted by the opportunity 
to outsource first party collections. 

Pricing-wise, companies in the Asia-Pacific 
region were willing to pay a higher price than 
companies located in the Americas: over 50% 
of respondents would pay a price between 8 
and 15€ for outsourcing the first party 
collections. 

By size and sector (irrespective of the 
geographical region), large companies (over 
100 million Euro turnover) and manufacturers 
declared their willingness to pay over 8€ up to 
a maximum of 15€. 

 

 

 

2. FINAL DEMAND LETTER  

The final demand letter is a letter sent out by 
the creditor, normally using a DCA’s headed 
notepaper, which informs them that if the 
debtor does not pay, the debt will be handed 
over to the DCA. 

Attitudes towards the final demand letter 
appear similar to those identified for first party 
collection. Companies in both regions claimed 
a strong interest in using this service in the 
next two years with around 60% of 
respondents declaring that they would be 
likely to adopt this service. 

Likelihood is higher among companies in 
Brazil, China, Indonesia and India where 70% 
of respondents are willing to use this kind of 
service in the near future; while at the opposite 
end of the scale, it is not considered an 
attractive solution by Japanese companies. 
 

Price expectations are undoubtedly low with 
over 60% of respondents that declaring that 
they would pay less that 10€. 
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Australia 
 
KEY FINDINGS – AUSTRALIA SPECIFIC  

 

� 57% of B2B transactions in Australia are made on credit terms, which is above the 
average of the Asia Pacific region 

� The use of internal resources is the preferred method of dealing with debts in Australia  

� Debt collection agencies are used in Australia mainly for domestic cases 

� ‘Success rate’ and ‘Reputation’ were the key-drivers while selecting DCA in Australia 

� ‘Customer relationship’ protection and ‘Cost’ were the most important reasons of refusing 
the co-operation with external agencies 

� Australian companies appear to be quite interested in final demand letter 

 

 

USE OF PAYMENT ON CREDIT TERMS 
Over the last 12 months around 57% of the 
value of the B2B transactions in Australia was 
made with deferred payment terms, which is 
above the APAC region average.  

9% of Australian companies declared to sell 
exclusively on cash, whereas 14% on a credit 
only basis. The remaining 77% opted for 
diversified payment methods, with the majority 
remaining quite cash-averse with more than a 
half of sales value using a deferred payment 
term. 

 

DEALING WITH OVERDUE INVOICES  

The use internal procedures remained the 
most popular method of dealing with overdue 
invoices – 65% of Australian companies 
claimed to use this method. 41% of companies 
decided to collect their debts using a debt 
collection agency. 32% of Australian 
enterprises opted for the assistance of a law 
office or attorney and 13% sold their debts. 
Among the Australian companies that chose to 
be assisted by external agencies, 72% 
remained loyal just to one, whereas 28% used 
two or more at the same time. 

 

USE OF A DEBT COLLECTION AGENCY  
Australian companies chose to be assisted by 
debt collection agencies mainly to deal with 
domestic invoices (55%) and this share is 
higher than in many other countries surveyed 
in APAC region. 27% used external agencies 
specifically for international debts, while the 
remaining 18% for the combination of these 
two. 

SELECTION CRITERIA FOR A DEBT COLLECTION 
AGENCY 
‘Success rate’ and ‘Reputation’ were the most 
important criteria considered by Australian 
companies when selecting a debt collection 
agency, followed some distance behind by 
‘Price’ and ‘Local knowledge’. The importance 
‘Reputation’ as key-drivers in Australia marks 
a significant difference with the general trend 
of the APAC region and resembles the results 
in the previous years. 

 

REASONS FOR NOT USING A DEBT COLLECTION 
AGENCY 

‘Cost’ and concerns about ‘Customer 
Relationship’ were the most important reasons 
for not using debt collection agencies by 
Australian enterprises, which is in line both 
with general tendencies worldwide and with 
past results for this country. 

 

ACCOUNT RECEIVABLES MANAGEMENT METHODS  
As with other countries, the majority of 
Australian companies (68%) relied on MS 
Office tools while managing their accounts 
receivables. Looking at other software 
packages, 19% opted for standard solutions, 
8% opted for tailor-made ones and 2% used 
unspecified solutions. 

Looking at the level of centralization of 
accounts receivables management, 70% of 
Australian companies that claimed to have 
multiple international locations declared that 
they dealt with the process within one 
centralized unit. 30% executed this in a 
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decentralized way (each company managing 
its own accounts receivable). 

 
FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 
Investigating the future development of first 
party collections, Australian companies 
showed a relatively low interest in this kind of 
service – 33% declared to be likely or highly 
likely to use it within the next 24 months, 
whereas around a quarter remained neutral 
and 42% expressed a lack of interest. They 
are also reluctant to pay a high price for the 

service – 54% would not pay more than the 
equivalent of 8€ per invoice. 

On the other hand, a relatively high 
percentage of Australian companies (50%) 
showed an interest in the final demand letter, 
while 26% described it as unlikely or highly 
unlikely and a quarter remained indifferent. 
Looking at price expectations, they are in line 
with the average in the Asia-Pacific region; 
around 70% of respondents would not agree 
to pay more than an equivalent of 7€ for each 
letter. 
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Brazil 
 
KEY FINDINGS – POLAND SPECIFIC  

 

� Brazilian companies were pretty credit averse and sell only 50% of their overall B2B 
sales value on credit, like the majority of the companies operating in the region 

� Brazilian companies displayed a differentiated use of debt collection methods with a 
preference for internally managed procedures 

� DCAs were used mainly for collecting domestic debts 

� Many different criteria were regarded as relevant in driving the selection process of a 
debt collection agency: ‘Reputation’ as primary key together with ‘Success rate’, ‘Price’ 
and ‘Global expertise’ 

� ‘Cost was the most important reason to refuse the co-operation with DCAs by Brazilian 
companies 

� Brazilian companies showed a particular interest in both the final demand letter and the 
first party collection service 

 

 

USE OF PAYMENT ON CREDIT TERMS 
Companies in Brazil declared to have made 
50% of their B2B transaction value during 
the past 12 months with deferred payment 
terms and they were aligned with the 
average of the Americas region average, 
which seems to be slightly credit averse. 

 

DEALING WITH OVERDUE INVOICES  
Looking at the methods of dealing with 
overdue receivables, many Brazilian 
companies decided to try more than one 
option over the last 12 months. 72% claimed 
that during that time they collected their 
overdue debts using internal resources, 
which made this method more popular than 
in the other countries of the Americas 
region. The second most commonly chosen 
method was the use of debt collection 
agencies, chosen by 47% of Brazilian 
companies. 39% were assisted by a law 
office or attorney and 21% sold their debts. 

When it comes to loyalty, 67% of the 
Brazilian companies using debt collection 
agencies declared to co-operate with only 
one, while the rest claimed to co-operate 
with two of more simultaneously. This 
percentage – which is higher than the 
average of the Americas region – indicates 
an attitude to ‘shop around’. 

 

USE OF A DEBT COLLECTION AGENCY  
46% of Brazilian respondents that were 
assisted by debt collection, declared to use 
them exclusively for domestic debts, almost 
30% only for international debts and the rest 
used their assistance for both types of debt. 

 

SELECTION CRITERIA FOR A DEBT COLLECTION 
AGENCY 
A number of different criteria drives the 
process of choosing a debt collection 
agency: ‘Reputation’, ‘Success rate’, ‘Price’ 
and ‘Global expertise’ were all considered of 
similar importance in guiding Brazilian 
companies.  

REASONS FOR NOT USING A DEBT COLLECTION 
AGENCY 
‘Cost’ is the main element indicated by 
Brazilian companies when justifying their 
refusal of the assistance of a debt collection 
agency, which may explain the tendency to 
use a more than one debt collection 
agencies for testing the service. In addition 
to ‘Cost’, the concerns about the possibility 
of harm to the relationship with debtors and 
the lack of trust in successfully collecting 
were the other relevant reasons for not 
cooperating with debt collection agencies. 
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ACCOUNT RECEIVABLES MANAGEMENT 
METHODS 
81% of Brazilian companies declared to 
manage their credit internally using MS 
Office tools. At the same time 13% opted for 
standard software packages and 5% chose 
tailor made ones. The remaining 
respondents adopted their own 
programmes. 

45% of Brazilian companies declared to 
have multiple locations in many different 
countries. Of these, 78% opted for 
centralization of AR management within one 
unit, while the rest chose to manage own 
credit within each company. 

 

 

 

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 
Brazilian companies expressed a strong 
interest in outsourcing the first party 
collection: 72% of companies interviewed 
declared to be (highly) interested in this 
service, while only 10% said it was unlikely. 
Looking at the price expectations, they are 
also in line with the average of the region, 
which is not more than 8€ per invoice. 

Also, with reference to the final demand 
letter, the interest declared by Brazilian 
companies is very high: 75% of companies 
were (highly) likely to make the use of the 
service and only 8% were unlikely or highly 
unlikely to use it in the near future. 

Price-wise, they would not agree to pay 
more than the equivalent of 10 Euro per 
letter, which is in line with the Americas 
region average. 
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Canada 
 
KEY FINDINGS – CANADA SPECIFIC  
 

� 54% of B2B transactions in Canada are made on credit terms 

� Own management was the most popular method of dealing with overdue invoices in 
Canada, but other options were also widely used  

� Canadian companies value the assistance of DCAs both in domestic and international 
cases 

� ‘Reputation’ of DCA is a significantly more important selection criteria in Canada than in 
other countries and ‘Success rate’ is the second key driver 

� ‘Cost’ and ‘Customer relationship’ protection were the main reasons of refusing the 
assistance of external agencies in Canada. 

� Canadian companies are not particularly interested in final demand letters or first party 
collections outsourcing 

 

 
USE OF PAYMENT ON CREDIT TERMS 

On average, over the last 12 months, around 
54% of the value of B2B transactions in 
Canada were made on credit terms and this 
share is higher compared to the average of 
the Americas region. 9% of them decided to 
sell exclusively on credit terms and 8% on a 
cash only basis. The remaining 83% opted for 
diversification of payment terms and were 
selling partially on credit and partially on cash. 

 

DEALING WITH OVERDUE INVOICES  
In line with tendencies presented in other 
countries, in-house collections were the most 
popularly chosen method of dealing with 
overdue invoices in Canada during the past 12 
months – 60% of companies claimed to 
choose this method. 

The use of a debt collection agency was the 
first external method chosen for dealing with 
unpaid invoices (42%). The assistance of a 
law office and selling debts were almost 
equally popular and used by 30% of Canadian 
companies.  

Looking at the loyalty to external agencies, 
Canada seems to follow general worldwide 
trends with over 70% of companies declaring 
to be loyal just to one DCA, whereas the rest 
claimed to co-operate with two or more 
simultaneously. 

 

 

USE OF A DEBT COLLECTION AGENCY  
Among the companies that chose to use the 
services of commercial debt collection 
agencies, 43% used their assistance only 
when collecting domestic debts, 30% 
exclusively for international ones and the 
remaining 27% for the both. 

This distribution confirms the trend in using 
debt collection agencies mainly for handling 
international overdue receivables. 

 

SELECTION CRITERIA FOR A DEBT COLLECTION 
AGENCY 
‘Reputation’ and ‘Success rate’ were 
considered the most important criteria for 
Canadian companies when choosing a debt 
collection agency. Third in the ranking was 
‘Price’. 

This ranking resembles the one presented in 
the last year survey and ‘Reputation’ 
continues to be a significantly more important 
driver of this choice in Canada than in other 
countries located in the Americas region. 

 

REASONS FOR NOT USING A DEBT COLLECTION 
AGENCY 
Similar to previous surveys, ‘Cost’ and the 
‘Customer relationship’ were the main reasons 
to decline the assistance of external agency 
while collecting outstanding receivables in 
Canada. 
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ACCOUNT RECEIVABLES MANAGEMENT METHODS  
The majority of Canadian companies relied on 
MS Office Tools when dealing with account 
receivables, while 22% of respondents opted 
for external solutions, preferring standard 
rather than tailor-made ones. The remaining 
2% of companies claimed not to use any credit 
management software. 

32% of companies interviewed in Canada 
reported to have multiple locations in many 
different countries. Of these, 65% carried out 
their accounts receivable management 
process within one centralized unit, whereas 
35% opted for a decentralized approach. 

 

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 
Looking at the possible future development of 
first party collections outsourcing, Canadian 
companies displayed a limited interest in this 

kind of service. 41% described it as likely or 
highly likely, whereas 36% as unlikely or 
highly unlikely. 

The price per invoice that Canadian 
companies would be willing to pay for 
outsourcing this service is much lower than 
the Americas average – 30% would not agree 
to pay more than 5 Euro. 

The situation looks slightly better when it 
comes to the final demand letter. 49% of 
Canadian companies said that they are likely 
or highly likely to use it during the next 24 
months. At the same time, 28% expressed a 
lack of interest and 23% remained neutral. 

The price that Canadian companies would be 
willing to pay for this kind of service is not 
more than 10€ and it is in line with the average 
of the Americas region. 
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China 
 
KEY FINDINGS – CHINA SPECIFIC 

 

� 36% of B2B transactions in China are made on credit terms, which is far below of the 
average of the Asia Pacific region  

� Internal collections and law offices were more commonly chosen methods of dealing with 
overdue invoices in China 

� ‘Success rate’ continued to be the most important factor when selecting a DCA, followed 
distantly by ‘Price’ 

� ‘Cost’ along with ‘Customer relationship’ were the main reasons of refusing the 
assistance of a debt collection agency 

� There is quite a lot of interest in using first party collections and final demand letters in 
China, compared with other countries and they are also willing to pay a relatively high 
price for outsourcing first party collections 

 

 

USE OF PAYMENT ON CREDIT TERMS 
On average, over the last 12 months, around 
36% of B2B transactions in China were made 
on credit terms, which is lower than the Asia 
Pacific average – Chinese companies seem to 
be relatively credit-averse. 

Around 5% of companies decided to sell 
exclusively on a cash basis and around 1% 
sold only on credit terms. The remaining 94% 
opted for diversified payment terms, selling 
over half of B2B transactions on credit. 

 

DEALING WITH OVERDUE INVOICES  
Looking at the methods of dealing with 
overdue receivables, many Chinese 
companies decided to try more than one 
option over the last 12 months. 71% claimed 
that during that time they collected their 
overdue receivables internally; 63% opted for 
the assistance of a law office or attorney, and 
51% were assisted by a commercial debt 
collection agency. Only 17% sold their debts. 

When it comes to loyalty, 84% of Chinese 
companies using DCAs declared to co-operate 
with only one, while the rest claimed to co-
operate with two of more simultaneously. 

 

USE OF A DEBT COLLECTION AGENCY  
46% of Chinese respondents that were 
assisted by debt collection agencies in the 
recovery process, declared to use them mainly 
to collect domestic debts, while 21% only for 

international ones. The rest used their 
assistance for both types of debts. 

 

SELECTION CRITERIA FOR A DEBT COLLECTION 
AGENCY 
In China ‘Success rate’ is the first and only 
criterion in choosing a debt collection agency. 
Very far behind, Chinese companies might 
want to consider ‘Price’ and ‘Local knowledge’ 
as additional drivers in the selection process. 
This makes Chinese approach to the B2B 
collection market very different from the 
general attitude found in the Asia-Pacific 
region. 

 

REASONS FOR NOT USING A DEBT COLLECTION 
AGENCY 
Similar to companies in other countries, when 
justifying the refusal of external agency 
assistance, Chinese respondents cared mainly 
about the ‘Cost’ and the risk of harming their 
‘Customer relationship’. This is also in line with 
the average of the region. 

 

ACCOUNT RECEIVABLES MANAGEMENT METHODS  
The use of MS office remains the most 
popular method of facilitating AR management 
among companies in China (74%). A 
significant group opted for standardised 
software packages (19%) and another 6% 
chose tailored solutions. 
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61% of the Chinese companies surveyed 
declared to have multiple locations in various 
countries. Among them, 82% chose to 
manage their account receivables within one 
centralized unit, whereas only 18% claimed 
that every company dealt with that process 
separately. 

 

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 
68% of companies interviewed in China 
declared to be interested in outsourcing first 
party collections, while only 8% described it as 
unlikely or highly unlikely and 24% remained 
neutral. This distribution differs from the 
average in Asia-Pacific, with a higher 
percentage of positive respondents and a 
significantly lower percentage of negative 
respondents. Looking at the price 

expectations, around 70% of Chinese 
companies claimed to be willing to pay a price 
between 8€ and 15€ which is significantly 
higher than the average of the region. 

With regard to the final demand letter, 73% of 
companies expressed an interest and this 
percentage was again significantly higher than 
in other countries of the region. 22% were 
neutral and only 8% unlikely or highly unlikely 
to use it in the next 24 months. Nonetheless, 
looking at the price expectations that Chinese 
companies would be willing to pay for this sort 
of service, it is in line with the Asia-Pacific 
average: 58% of Chinese companies would 
not agree to pay more than the equivalent of 
10 Euro per letter. 
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Hong Kong 
 

KEY FINDINGS – HONG KONG SPECIFIC 

 

� 48% of the transactions in Hong Kong were made on credit terms 

� Companies in Hong Kong use a number of methods to deal with overdue receivables – 
law office or attorney is the most popular, while debt selling is more popular compared to 
other countries 

� The use of DCAs for international collections is higher in Hong Kong than in other 
countries of the Asia-Pacific and Americas regions 

� ‘Success rate’ continued to be the most important factor when selecting a DCA, followed 
distantly by ‘Price’ and the ‘Ability to maintain positive relationship with debtor’ 

� ‘Cost’ and ‘Customer relationship protection’ were main reasons to refuse external party 
assistance 

� There is a mild interest for both first party collection and the final demand letter in Hong 
Kong and they are also willing to pay a relatively high price for these services 

 

 
USE OF PAYMENT ON CREDIT TERMS 
During the last 12 months, an average of 48% 
of the value of B2B transactions in Hong Kong 
was made on credit terms. 

9% of the companies in Hong Kong did not 
use trade credit at all and decided to sell only 
on a cash basis, while 7% sold exclusively on 
credit. The other 84% decided to diversify the 
sales terms, remaining relatively cash-averse 
with over 60% of them selling more than a half 
of their products/services on credit. 

 

DEALING WITH OVERDUE INVOICES  
The assistance of a law office/attorney was 
the most popular way of dealing with overdue 
receivables over the last 12 months with 53% 
of enterprises using legal methods. The 
second most common approach was the 
assistance of a debt collection agency with 
49% of companies adopting this option. 48% 
of business reported their own management, 
while 21% sold their debts. 

74% of the companies that used the 
assistance of a debt collection agency claimed 
to co-operate with only one at the same time. 

 

USE OF A DEBT COLLECTION AGENCY  
With regard to the scope of debt collection 
agency use in Hong Kong, the majority of 
companies (49%) used their assistance 
exclusively for collecting international debts, 
which is high compared to the other countries 
located in the region and in the Americas. At 
the same time around 30% used debt 
collection agencies exclusively to collect 

domestic debts and the same percentage for a 
combination of both types of debt. 

 

SELECTION CRITERIA FOR A DEBT COLLECTION 
AGENCY 
‘Reputation’ followed by ‘Success rate’ were 
the main drivers of the DCA selection process 
for Hong Kong companies. ‘Price’ was 
considered one of the least important criteria 
in the selection process together with ‘Easy 
access to up-to-date information’ and 
‘Additional services’. 

‘Success rate’ continued to be the most 
important factor when selecting a debt 
collection agency, followed distantly by ‘Price’ 
and ‘Ability to maintain positive relationship 
with debtor’. This attitude resembles the one 
also shown by Chinese companies. 

 

REASONS FOR NOT USING A DEBT COLLECTION 
AGENCY 
In line with general trends, companies in Hong 
Kong chose the cost of collecting externally 
and the importance of the customer 
relationship as the most important reasons of 
refusing the assistance of debt collection 
agency. 

 

ACCOUNT RECEIVABLES MANAGEMENT METHODS  
75% of companies in Hong Kong relied on MS 
Office tools when managing their accounts 
receivables. 11% opted for tailor-made 
solutions and 14% for standard external 
packages. 
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57% of enterprises operating in Hong Kong 
claimed to have multiple locations in many 
different countries. Of these, half managed 
their credit and collection in one specific 
centre while the other half opted for a model 
where each company manages its own 
accounts. 

 

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 
Looking at the possible demand on first party 
collections outsourcing in the next 24 months, 
companies in Hong Kong reported a mild 
interest in this sort of service. 50% described it 
as (highly) likely to use this service while 20% 
were totally uninterested. A significant number 
of companies claimed to be neutral (30%). As 

for their price expectations, 61% of the 
companies in Hong Kong declared to be 
willing to pay more than 8 Euro per invoice for 
this kind of service. 

The situation is similar when it comes to the 
final demand letter, although the interest 
shown by companies in Hong Kong is slightly 
higher in this case. 57% of companies said it 
is (highly) likely for them to use this service in 
the next 2 years while 15% said it is (highly) 
unlikely and 28% remained neutral. Again, 
price expectations in Hong Kong were slightly 
higher than the trend in the region with 46% of 
enterprises only willing to pay more than 10 
Euro per letter. 
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India 
 

KEY FINDINGS – INDIA SPECIFIC 

 

� 52% of B2B transactions made by Indian companies were based on credit 

� Collecting internally was the most popular method of dealing with overdue invoices even 
though the plurality of collections methods appears to characterise Indian companies 

� Debt collection agencies were used to deal with both domestic and international 
receivables 

� ‘Success Rate’, ‘Global expertise’ and ‘Ability to maintain positive relationship with 
debtors’ were the key drivers in choosing external agency 

� ‘Customer relationship protection’ was the most important reason given to reject the 
assistance of a DCA 

� Indian enterprises were more likely to outsource first party collections and use final 
demand letter than in other countries 

 

 
USE OF PAYMENT ON CREDIT TERMS 
During the last 12 months, an average of 
52% of B2B transactions in India was made 
on credit terms, which is above the Asia 
Pacific average.  

In detail, only 4% of companies in India 
claimed to sell exclusively with a deferred 
payment term and none sold on cash basis. 
Over 90% of companies decided to diversify 
the sales terms and the majority of them 
made over a half of their B2B transaction 
value with deferred payment terms. 

 

DEALING WITH OVERDUE INVOICES  
70% of companies surveyed in India carried 
out collections procedures internally. 

Looking at external solutions, Indian 
companies showed a strong preference for 
the assistance a debt collection agency: 
55% co-operated with this kind of partner. 
The assistance of a law office/attorney was 
another extensively used method of dealing 
with overdue invoices: 46% claimed the use 
of legal methods. Also selling debt was quite 
popular in India where 27% of respondents 
declared to use it. 

Among those companies that declared using 
DCAs, 79% claimed that they were co-
operating with only one agency at a time, 
which is in line with the trend in the Asia 
Pacific region. 

 

USE OF A DEBT COLLECTION AGENCY  
With regard to the scope of DCA use in 
India, 45% used their assistance exclusively 
for collecting domestic debts; 40% used 
debt collection agencies specifically for 

international debts and the remaining 15% 
used a debt collection agency for the 
combination of domestic and international 
debts. 

 

SELECTION CRITERIA FOR A DEBT COLLECTION 
AGENCY 
‘Success rate’ followed by ‘Global expertise’ 
and ‘Ability to maintain positive relationship 
with debtors’ were the main drivers of the 
DCA selection process for Indian 
companies. 

 

REASONS FOR NOT USING A DEBT COLLECTION 
AGENCY 
‘Customer relationship protection’ was 
undoubtedly the most important reason 
given for collecting internally among 
companies in India. 

 

ACCOUNT RECEIVABLES MANAGEMENT 
METHODS 
For optimizing the management of their 
accounts receivables, 59% of Indian 
companies relied on MS Office tools. 
However, 25% claimed to use external 
standard software packages and 15% used 
tailor-made solutions. The remaining 1% 
claimed not to use any software.  

67% of companies interviewed in India 
declared to have multiple locations in many 
different countries. Among them 65% 
managed their accounts receivable within 
one centralized unit, while 35% chose a 
decentralized method.  
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FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 
The majority of Indian companies declared 
an interest in first party collections (70%), 
while only 16% described it as unlikely or 
highly unlikely. The percentage of 
companies that are more incline to 
outsource this service in the near future is 
significantly higher than the average of the 
Asia-Pacific region. 

As for their price expectations, almost half of 
Indian companies declared to be willing to 
pay no more than 8 Euro per invoice for this 
kind of service. 

The situation is similar when it comes to the 
final demand letter: the interest shown by 
70% of Indian companies said it is (highly) 
likely for them to use this service in the next 
2 years while 14% said it is (highly) unlikely. 
Again, Indian price expectations are in line 
with those for first party collections with 
about 60% of the companies willing to pay 
up to 10 Euro per letter. 
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Indonesia 
 

KEY FINDINGS – INDONESIA SPECIFIC 

 

� 45% of the value of B2B transactions in Indonesia were made on credit terms 

� Collecting internally was the most popular method of dealing with overdue invoices even 
though the plurality of collections methods appears to characterise Indonesian 
companies 

� Debt collections agencies were used to handle both domestic and international 
receivables 

� ‘Success Rate’ and ‘Reputation’ were the key drivers in choosing external agencies 

� ‘Cost’ and ‘Customer relationship protection’ were the most important reasons given to 
reject the assistance of a DCA 

� Indonesian enterprises were likely to outsource first party collections and use final 
demand letters and they would be willing to pay a slightly higher price especially for the 
first party collection service 

 

 
USE OF PAYMENT ON CREDIT TERMS 
During the last 12 months, 45% of the value of 
B2B transactions in Indonesia was made on 
credit terms, which is in line with Asia Pacific 
trends. 

2% of the companies in Indonesia declared to 
sell only on a cash basis while 4% of them 
were selling only on credit terms. The 
remaining 94% opted for sales terms 
diversification. 

 

DEALING WITH OVERDUE INVOICES  
85% of companies surveyed in Indonesia 
carried out collections procedures internally. 
Although own management is the most 
popular method in the majority of other 
countries of the Asia-Pacific region, in 
Indonesia this share is exceptionally high. 

Looking at external solutions, Indonesian 
companies showed the same preference for 
legal procedures and debt collection agencies 
– 37% co-operated with a law office or 
attorney and 35% used the assistance of debt 
collection agency. Selling debt was quite 
popular in Indonesia where 15% of 
respondents use this method. 

Among the 35% of Indonesian companies that 
declared using DCAs, 70% claimed that they 
were co-operating with only one agency at a 
time and these enterprises seem to be loyal to 
their debt collection agency similar to other 
countries. 

 

USE OF A DEBT COLLECTION AGENCY  
With regard to the scope of DCA use in 
Indonesia, 31% of the companies using debt 

collection agencies co-operated with them 
exclusively to collect domestic debts. 36% 
used their assistance specifically for 
international debts and the remaining 33% 
used a debt collection agency for a 
combination of domestic and international 
debts. 

 

SELECTION CRITERIA FOR A DEBT COLLECTION 
AGENCY 
‘Success rate’ followed by ‘Reputation’ were 
the main drivers of the DCA selection process 
for Indonesian companies. ‘Price’ was 
considered as one of the least important 
criteria in the selection process together with 
‘Easy access to up-to-date information’. 

 

REASONS FOR NOT USING A DEBT COLLECTION 
AGENCY 
‘Customer relationship protection’ and ‘Cost’ 
were undoubtedly the most important reasons 
given for collecting internally among 
companies in Indonesia. 

 

ACCOUNT RECEIVABLES MANAGEMENT METHODS  
88% of Indonesian companies relied on MS 
Office tools when managing their accounts 
receivables. 10% opted for standard external 
packages and 2% for tailor-made solutions.  

35% of companies interviewed in Indonesia 
declared to have multiple locations in many 
different countries. Among them, 74% 
managed their account receivables within one 
centralized unit, while 26% chose a 
decentralized method. 
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FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 
Looking at the possible demand on first party 
collections outsourcing in the next 24 months, 
Indonesian companies reported to be rather 
interested in this sort of service. 62% 
described it as (highly) likely to use this 
service while 21% said it is (highly) unlikely. 
The other 17% remained neutral. Looking at 
the price expectations, around 77% of 
Indonesian companies would pay up to 12 
Euros per invoice for this kind of service. 

The situation looks similar when it comes to 
final demand letters, with 58% of Indonesian 
companies saying they would be likely or 
highly likely to use it while only 20% did not 
show any interest. More than 70% of 
Indonesian enterprises would be willing to pay 
up to 10 Euros for this kind of service. 
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Japan 
 

KEY FINDINGS – JAPAN SPECIFIC  

 

� 30% of B2B sales value in Japan was made on credit, well below the average for the 
Asia Pacific region 

� Japanese companies have dealt with overdue invoices using a range of methods 

� Japanese companies chose to be assisted by an external agency mainly to collect 
domestic debts 

� ‘Success Rate’ and ‘Global Expertise’ were the most important criteria while selecting a 
DCA. 

� ‘Cost’ along with ‘Customer relationship’ were the main reasons of rejecting the 
assistance of a debt collection agency 

 

 
USE OF PAYMENT ON CREDIT TERMS 
On average, over the last 12 months, 30% of 
the sales value by companies based in Japan 
was made on credit terms. This makes 
Japanese companies very credit averse. 

8% of Japanese companies claimed to sell 
exclusively on credit terms and 50% declared 
not to use trade credit at all. The remaining 
companies diversified the terms, selling 
partially on credit and the rest on a cash basis 
and this share is very low, compared to the 
Asia Pacific region average. 

 

DEALING WITH OVERDUE INVOICES  
During the last 12 months, 59% of companies 
interviewed in Japan claimed to use internal 
resources to deal with overdue invoices 
making own management the most popularly 
chosen method. The other two common 
alternative methods were law office or attorney 
(46%) and debt collection agencies (34%), 
while selling debts was the least preferred way 
to deal with overdue invoices (17%). 

Over 70% of the companies using debt 
collection agencies co-operated with only one 
whereas the remaining group used two or 
more simultaneously which makes Japanese 
companies quite loyal. 

 

USE OF A DEBT COLLECTION AGENCY  
30% of companies based in Japan that have 
been assisted by debt collection agencies 
while dealing with overdue invoices used them 
particularly to collect domestic debts. At the 
same time the same percentage of companies 
used an external agency specifically to collect 
international debts or to deal with a 
combination of both domestic and international 
overdue invoices. 

SELECTION CRITERIA FOR A DEBT COLLECTION 
AGENCY 
‘Success rate’ followed by ‘Global Expertise’ 
were the main drivers of the debt collection 
agency selection process for Japanese 
companies. 

 

REASONS FOR NOT USING A DEBT COLLECTION 
AGENCY 
In line with general trends, mainly ‘Cost’ but 
also the concern about ‘Customer relationship’ 
were chosen as the most important criteria 
when refusing the assistance of debt collection 
agencies in Japan. 

 

ACCOUNT RECEIVABLES MANAGEMENT METHODS  
92% of Japanese companies relied on MS 
Office tools when managing their accounts 
receivables. Very few companies (6%) 
adopted standard external packages. The 
remaining 8% claimed to use tailor-made 
solutions. 

31% of companies interviewed in Japan 
declared to have multiple locations in various 
countries. Among them, 52% chose to 
manage their account receivables within one 
centralized unit and the 48% claimed that 
every company deals with that process 
separately. 

 

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 
Looking at the possible demand on first party 
collections outsourcing in the next 24 months, 
Japanese businesses appeared to be 
uninterested to this service: only 26% 
described it as (highly) likely while 49% said it 
is (highly) unlikely. The remaining quarter 
remained neutral. Also their price expectations 
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was well below the regional average, with 51% 
willing to pay no more than 5 Euro per invoice 
for this kind of service. 

The situation is similar when it comes to the 
final demand letter: 32% of companies said it 
is (highly) likely for them to use this service in 
the next 2 years while 42% said it is (highly) 
unlikely and a quarter remained neutral. 
Again, Japanese price expectations were 
below the average with 55% of enterprises 
willing to pay no more than the equivalent of 7 
Euro per letter. 
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Mexico 
 

KEY FINDINGS – MEXICO SPECIFIC 

 

� 49% of all B2B transactions made by Mexican companies were made by credit 

� In-house collection was the most popular method of dealing with overdue invoices, 
followed by law office/attorney 

� External agencies’ assistance is used in Mexico for mainly domestic cases 

� ‘Success rate’ followed by ‘Reputation’ and an ‘Agency’s ability to maintain a positive 
relationship with the debtor’ were the key-drivers when selecting DCAs by Mexican 
companies 

� ‘Customer relationship’ protection and ‘Cost’ were the most important criteria considered 
when choosing not to use a debt collection agency 

� Mexican companies are strongly interested in both first party collections outsourcing and 
final demand letters even though they are willing to pay a relatively a price aligned with 
the average of the Americas region 

 

 
USE OF PAYMENT ON CREDIT TERMS 
Mexican companies declared to have made 
48% of their B2B transaction value on credit 
terms, over the last 12 months, which is below 
the trend in the Americas region.  

In detail, 4% claimed to sell only on a cash 
basis and 6% exclusively on credit terms. The 
remaining proportion decided to diversify the 
methods of payment, with around 45% of the 
companies making over a half of the 
transaction value on deferred payment terms. 

 

DEALING WITH OVERDUE INVOICES  
Own management was the most popular 
method of dealing with overdue invoices in 
Mexico during the last 12 months (69%). The 
second most popular solution was the 
assistance of law office/attorney, which was 
chosen by 41% of Mexican companies. 28% 
declared to use a debt collection agency and 
around 18% sold their debts. This distribution 
resembles the one obtained for Mexico in the 
previous survey. 

Looking at the loyalty of Mexican companies, 
82% of them declared to co-operate just with 
one agency whereas the remaining 18% 
claimed to be assisted by two or more at the 
same time. 

 

USE OF A DEBT COLLECTION AGENCY  
With regard to the scope of DCA use in 
Mexico, the vast majority of companies (60%) 

used their assistance exclusively for collecting 
domestic debts, while the remaining 
percentage handled a combination of both 
domestic and international debts. 

Around half of the Mexican companies being 
assisted by debt collection agencies used 
them solely to collect overdue domestic 
receivables, 22% exclusively for the 
international ones and 27% for the 
combination of these two. Compared with 
previous results the share of companies 
choosing debt collection agencies specifically 
for domestic cases has decreased. 

 

SELECTION CRITERIA FOR A DEBT COLLECTION 
AGENCY 
‘Success rate’ followed by ‘Reputation’ and the 
‘Agency’s ability to maintain positive 
relationship with debtor’ were the main drivers 
of the selection process for Mexican 
companies. 

 

REASONS FOR NOT USING A DEBT COLLECTION 
AGENCY 
As with the majority of other countries 
surveyed, concerns about ‘Customer 
relationship’ followed by ‘Cost’ were ranked as 
the two top reasons of refusing the co-
operation of debt collection agencies in 
Mexico. 
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ACCOUNT RECEIVABLES MANAGEMENT METHODS  
Similar to the majority of other countries 
surveyed, the highest share of Mexican 
companies (79%) relied on MS Office tools 
while managing their accounts receivables. 
12% opted for external standardized packages 
and 10% adopted tailor-made solutions. 

44% of Mexican companies declared to have 
multiple locations in many different countries. 
Of these, 72% claimed to deal with the 
accounts receivables management process 
within one centralized unit while the remaining 
28% carried it out in a decentralized way with 
each company managing its own accounts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 
Investigating the future of first party collections 
and final demand letter, Mexican companies 
reported to be strongly interested in them 
both. 60% considered it likely or highly likely to 
outsource their first party collections and only 
21% declared not to be interested in this kind 
of service at all.  

With regards to the final demand letter, 66% of 
companies expressed an interest in using this 
kind of service in the upcoming 24 months. At 
the same time 20% viewed it as unlikely or 
highly unlikely. 

As regards the price expectations, in case of 
both kinds of services, Mexican companies 
reported to be willing to pay a price aligned 
with the Americas region average. 
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Singapore 
 

KEY FINDINGS – SINGAPORE SPECIFIC 

 

� 51% of all B2B transactions made by companies in Singapore were based on credit 

� Companies in Singapore have dealt with overdue invoices using a range of methods 

� ‘Success rate’ and ‘Price’ were the most important criteria while selecting a DCA 

� ‘Customer relationship’ was the main reasons of refusing the assistance of a debt 
collection agency 

� There is quite a lot of interest in using final demand letter 

�  

 
USE OF PAYMENT ON CREDIT TERMS 
The companies in Singapore declared to have 
made 51% of their transactions value on credit 
terms, over the last 12 months.  

In detail, 8% claimed to sell only on a cash 
basis and 7% exclusively on credit terms. The 
remaining part decided to diversify the 
methods of payment, with almost 60% making 
over a half of the transaction value with a 
deferred payment term. 

 

DEALING WITH OVERDUE INVOICES  
During the last 12 months 62% of interviewed 
companies based in Singapore claimed to use 
internal resources in order to deal with 
overdue invoices, which makes own 
management the most popularly chosen 
method. The assistance of law offices and 
debt collection agencies was adopted by over 
40% of companies, while selling debts was 
chosen by 22% of respondents. 

Slightly more than 60% of the companies 
using debt collection agencies declared to co-
operate only with one whereas a relevant 
group of companies used two or more 
simultaneously which makes companies in 
Singapore more inclined to be disloyal. 

 

USE OF A DEBT COLLECTION AGENCY  
42% of Singapore companies that are assisted 
by debt collection agencies while dealing with 
overdue invoices used them strictly to collect 
domestic debts. At the same time 23% used 
an external agency specifically to collect both 
domestic and international debts while a 
further 34% used a collection agency for 
handling only international debts. 

SELECTION CRITERIA FOR A DEBT COLLECTION 
AGENCY 

In common with the majority of countries in the 
Asia-Pacific region, ‘Success rate’ was the 
most important criteria considered by 
Singapore companies when selecting a debt 
collection agency. ‘Price’, ranked as a very 
close second. 

 

REASONS FOR NOT USING A DEBT COLLECTION 
AGENCY 
In line with general trends, ‘Cost’ and a 
concern about ‘Customer relationship’ were 
chosen as the most important criteria when 
refusing the co-operation of debt collection 
agencies in Singapore. 

 

ACCOUNT RECEIVABLES MANAGEMENT METHODS  
The use of MS office remains the most 
popular method of facilitating AR management 
among companies in Singapore (70%), 
although a good percentage of respondents 
opted for standardised software packages 
(19%) and a further 9% adopted tailored-made 
solutions. 

61% of interviewed companies in Singapore 
declared to have multiple locations in various 
countries. Among them, 59% chose to 
manage its account receivables within one 
centralized unit. 

 

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 
Looking at the possible demand on first party 
collections outsourcing in the next 24 months, 
companies in Singapore reported to be rather 
interested in this sort of service. Only 50% 
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described it as (highly) likely to use this 
service while 28% said it is (highly) unlikely. 
Also their price expectations are in line with 
average of the region, with 42% willing to pay 
no more than the equivalent of 8 Euro per 
invoice for this kind of service. 

A similar approach was displayed for the final 
demand letter, although the interest shown by 
the companies is slightly higher in this case. 
58% of companies claimed to be (highly) likely 
to use this service in the next 2 years while 
20% said it is (highly) unlikely. Again, price 
expectations in Singapore were aligned with 
the average with 64% of enterprises willing to 
pay only up to 10 Euro per letter. 
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Taiwan 
 

KEY FINDINGS – TAIWAN SPECIFIC  

 

� 44% of the B2B transactions in Taiwan are made on credit terms 

� Companies in Taiwan have dealt with overdue invoices using a number of different 
methods, with a significant preference for legal procedures 

� ‘Success rate’ and ‘Agency's ability to maintain positive relationship with debtor’ were the 
most important criteria while selecting DCA 

� ‘Cost’ was the main reasons of rejecting the collaboration of a debt collection agency 

� There was a strong interest in outsourcing first party collections and in using final 
demand letters 

 

 
USE OF PAYMENT ON CREDIT TERMS 
Taiwan companies declared to have made 
44% of their transaction value during the past 
12 months with deferred payment terms, 
which is in line with the Asia Pacific average. 

In detail, none of the Taiwan companies 
surveyed made all their transactions on credit, 
while 9% declared to sell exclusively on a 
cash basis. The remaining companies decided 
to diversify the payment terms, but still their 
vast majority remained cash-averse and made 
more then 50% of the value of their 
transactions with deferred payment terms. 

 

DEALING WITH OVERDUE INVOICES  
The assistance of a law office/attorney was 
the most popular way of dealing with overdue 
receivables over the last 12 months with 71% 
of enterprises using legal methods. The 
second most common approach was own 
management with 53% of companies adopting 
this option. 50% of businesses reported to use 
a debt collection agency, which confirms its 
low usage shown in the past survey, while 
26% sold their debts. 

65% of those companies using debt collection 
agencies declared to co-operate with only one 
whereas the remaining 35% used two or more 
simultaneously, confirming the tendency 
already highlighted in the past to use different 
suppliers. 

 

USE OF A DEBT COLLECTION AGENCY  
31% of companies in Taiwan assisted by debt 
collection agencies when dealing with overdue 
invoices used them strictly to collect 

international debts. At the same time 39% 
used external agencies specifically to collect 
both domestic and international debts while a 
further third used a debt collection agency for 
handling only domestic debts. 

 

SELECTION CRITERIA FOR A DEBT COLLECTION 
AGENCY 

‘Success rate’ was the most important criteria 
considered by Taiwan companies when 
selecting a DCA. The second was the 
‘Agency's ability to maintain a positive 
relationship with debtor’. 

 

REASONS FOR NOT USING A DEBT COLLECTION 
AGENCY 
Following the approach adopted by the 
majority of countries studied, companies in 
Taiwan chose the cost of collecting externally 
and the importance of the customer 
relationship as the most important reasons for 
rejecting the assistance of debt collection 
agencies. 

 

ACCOUNT RECEIVABLES MANAGEMENT METHODS  
83% of companies located in Taiwan relied on 
MS Office tools when managing their accounts 
receivables. 8% opted for standard external 
packages and 5% for tailor-made solutions.  

49% of Taiwanese enterprises claimed to 
have multiple locations in many different 
countries. Of these, 65% managed their credit 
in one specific centre, 35% opted for a model 
where each company manages its own 
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accounts, whereas the remaining companies 
chose other solutions. 

 

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 
Looking at the possible demand on first party 
collections outsourcing in the next 24 months, 
companies in Taiwan claimed to be interested 
in this sort of service: 58% described it as 
(highly) likely to use this service while 22% 
said it is (highly) unlikely. Price-wise, their 
expectations are in line with the average of the 
region, which is no more than 8 Euro per 
invoice for this service. 

With regard to the final demand letter, the 
situation is more positive: 65% of Taiwan 
companies declared to be interested and only 
14% of enterprises described the likelihood of 
using this sort of letter as unlikely or highly 
unlikely. 79% would be willing to pay up to 10 
Euros for each demand letter. 
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United States 
 

KEY FINDINGS – UNITED STATES SPECIFIC 

 

� 53% of the transactions in the US are made on credit 

� Own management was still the most popular method of dealing with overdue invoices but 
the assistance of DCAs has increased 

� ‘Reputation’ followed by ‘Success Rate’ were the key-drivers of choice among American 
companies when selecting debt collection agencies  

� ‘Customer relationship protection’ was the main reasons of refusing the assistance of a 
DCA 

� American companies demonstrate specific interest in using the final demand letter 

 

 
USE OF PAYMENT ON CREDIT TERMS 
Companies in the USA declared to have made 
53% of their transaction value during the past 
12 months with deferred payment terms. This 
is slightly higher than the Americas region 
average. 

11% of them declared to make all their 
transactions exclusively on cash basis, while 
11% claimed selling only on credit. The 
remaining 78% opted for diversification of 
selling terms and made transactions partially 
on cash and partially on credit basis. 

 

DEALING WITH OVERDUE INVOICES  
Over the past 12 months 66% of American 
companies dealt with overdue invoices, using 
their internal resources. Looking at external 
solutions, the most popularly chosen in the US 
is debt collection assistance (49%) followed by 
law office/attorney (32%). Finally, 18% of 
American companies decided to sell their 
debts. 

Among the American companies that used 
debt collection agencies while dealing with 
overdue invoices, 73% remained loyal just to 
one whereas 27% decided to co-operate with 
two or more simultaneously. 

 

USE OF A DEBT COLLECTION AGENCY  
With regard to the scope of DCA use in the 
United States, the vast majority of companies 
(56%) used their assistance exclusively for 
collecting domestic debts, 23% only for the 
international ones and the remaining 21% for 
a combination of both.  

SELECTION CRITERIA FOR A DEBT COLLECTION 
AGENCY 
‘Reputation’ followed by ‘Success rate’ were 
the main drivers of the DCA selection process 
for the American companies. ‘Price’ was 
ranked as the third factor in the selection 
process. 

 

REASONS FOR NOT USING A DEBT COLLECTION 
AGENCY 
A concern about ‘Customer relationship’ was 
indicated as the most important criterion when 
refusing the co-operation with debt collection 
agencies in the United States. 

 

ACCOUNT RECEIVABLES MANAGEMENT METHODS  
Most of companies in the US (75%) claimed to 
manage their credit internally using MS Office 
tools. 19% used standard external software 
packages, 4% used the tailor-made ones and 
the rest did not use any credit management 
software tools. 

34% of American companies declared to have 
multiple locations in many different countries. 
Investigating the level of centralization of their 
credit management, 70% claimed to have one 
centralized unit to deal with this process, while 
the rest carried it out in a decentralized way 
with each company dealing with its own 
account receivables. 

 

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 
With regard to a predicted future demand on 
first party collections outsourcing by the 
American companies, 45% reported to be 
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interested in this kind of service and were 
likely or highly likely to use it during the next 
24 months, 35% declared it to be unlikely or 
highly unlikely and the rest remained neutral. 
Looking at price expectations, American 
enterprises are disposed to pay more for first 
party collections than in other countries 
surveyed: around 80% would consider paying 
up to 12 Euros for this kind of service. 

When it comes to final demand letter, 53% of 
the American companies reported to be 
interested in this sort of service and 27% 
declared it to be unlikely or highly unlikely to 
use it during the next 24 months. Looking at 
their price expectations, US businesses would 
expect to pay not more than the equivalent of 
10 Euros for this service. 
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Survey design 
 
SURVEY BACKGROUND 

For internationally active companies, it is vital 
to have a good knowledge of the payment 
practices and collections behaviour of 
potential customers located in the countries 
where they either currently trade or plan to do 
business in the future, as an incorrect decision 
may result in serious cash flow problems.  

This applies to companies of all sizes. Large 
businesses are particularly exposed to poor 
payment behaviour, due to the volume of their 
international transactions, while smaller ones, 
unfortunately, often learn the hard way that 
they have incorrectly assessed the payment 
behaviour of their international business 
partners. 

Atradius conducts regular surveys on 
corporate payment and collections behaviour 
across a range of countries with the findings 
published in two key reports – the Atradius 
Payment Practices Barometer and The Global 
Collections Review. This is the sixth time that 
the Global Collections Review has been 
published since its inception in 2009. In this 
wave of research, almost 2,000 companies 
were interviewed and the panel included 12 
countries (Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, 
Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Japan, Mexico, 
Singapore, Taiwan and United States). 

The interviews were all conducted exclusively 
for Atradius and there was no combination of 
topics. 

This report presents the results of the 
evaluation of collections behaviour and 
includes only countries for which completed 
responses are available. 
 
SURVEY SCOPE 

BASIC POPULATION  
� Companies from 12 countries were 

monitored. For the Americas region: 
Brazil, Mexico, Canada and United States; 
while for the Asia-Pacific region: Australia, 
China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Singapore, 
Indonesia, Japan and India 

� The appropriate contacts for accounts 
receivable management were interviewed 

 
 

 
SELECTION PROCESS 
� Internet survey: companies were selected 

and contacted by use of an international 
Internet panel. At the beginning of the 
interview, a screening for the appropriate 
contact and for quota control was 
conducted 

� In each country, a quota was maintained 
according to industry categories and four 
classes of company size 

� Sample: 1,950 people were interviewed in 
total (approximately 150 people per 
country) 

� Interview: Web-assisted personal 
interviews (WAPI) of approx. 11 minutes 
duration 

 
OBJECTIVES 

The “Global Collections Review” has the 
following objectives: 

� Determine the collections behaviour: How 
have you dealt with overdue invoices over 
the last 12 months?  

� Determine the usage of external 
collections agencies: Have you used the 
collections service from just one DCA or 
have you dealt with more than one DCA 
simultaneously? – Do you use an external 
agency to collect overdue domestic or 
international receivables? 

� Determine the criteria for selecting 
external collections agencies: Which 
criteria do you use when selecting an 
external agency for collecting your 
overdue receivables? 

� Identifying and understanding the reasons 
for not using external agencies: What are 
the primary reasons why you do not use 
an external collections agency? 

� Identify the way companies manage their 
account receivables: how is your company 
organised for managing its account 
receivables? 

� Evaluating further developments in the 
collections market: Will your company be 
outsourcing its first party collections within 
the next 2 years? – Will your company use 
the final demand letter? 
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SAMPLE OVERVIEW 

 
Country (n = 1.950) n % 

Australia 134 6,9% 

China 182 9,3% 

Hong Kong 165 8,5% 

USA 153 7,8% 

Canada 147 7,5% 

Mexico 158 8,1% 

Brazil 176 9,0% 

Taiwan 160 8,2% 

Singapore 172 8,8% 

Indonesia 171 8,8% 

Japan 151 7,7% 

India 181 9,3% 

Turnover (n = 1.950) n % 

Micro enterprise (under 1 mill. Euros) 541 27,7% 

Small enterprise (1-10 mill. Euros) 610 31,3% 

Medium/Large enterprise (10-100 mill. Euros) 472 24,2% 

Large enterprise (over 100 mill. Euros) 327 16,8% 

Economic sector (n = 1.950) n % 

Manufacturing 489 25,1% 

Wholesale trade / Retail trade / Distribution 469 24,1% 

Services 745 38,2% 

Financial services 247 12,7% 

Where a single answer is possible, it may occur that the results are a percent more or less then a 100% when the results 
are added up. This is the consequence of rounding off the results. We have chosen not to adjust the results so the 
outcome would fit to a 100%, with the purpose of representing the individual results as precisely as possible 
 


